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Abstract

De que nada se sabe, we witness the entrance of Ecuador in 
the neoliberal and globalized world when the South American country is immersed in an 
unprecedented institutional crisis. The stories narrated in this novel create an account of an 
Ecuadorian postmodern social reality of the late twentieth century and beginning of this century. 
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The stories narrated in this novel create an account of an Ecuadorian postmodern social reality 

of the late twentieth century and the beginning of this century through a collision of narrations 

where the local melts with the global. This assertion is based on the sociological studies of 

 Pöppel

of ideas, proposals and speeches can therefore make us re-think what it is considered the local 

The story narrates the life of a forensic doctor, Arturo Fernandez, who through his work 

attempts to reconstruct the tragic events of the deaths of the bodies arriving at the police morgue 

strategy that remains distant from the local. This starts with the title of the novel, De que nada 

se sabe, a fragment of the Jorge Luis Borges poem of the same name, and each chapter has an 

epigraph from that same poem announcing the motifs that govern the events of the story, as noted 

of those bodies that he dissects, and, in the process, he even tries to prosecute the perpetrators 

of the crimes committed against them. 

Colombiano, leo, miembro de banda de asaltantes. Otro colombiano 
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scratches... Her aggressor grabbed her by the arms… Her left hand 
is broken, there are traces of skin on the nails… She was raped and 
strangled at the same time (...) When the murderer ejaculated, the victim 
was already dead (...)
Colombian, I read, member of a band of assaulters. Another Colombian 
dead from a violent death… The police did not kill him. The caliber of the 

are necessary, they say, in this city whose violence the National Police not 
only can not contain but also executes itself…” 

forensic doctor who tries to give an identity to the corpses by reconstructing their life stories and 

pursuing the perpetrators of the crimes, attempting to uncover the reasons for their deaths within 

the organs of the bodies that he dissected. The second narrator is an omniscient one, whose 

The correspondence of these two narratives allows the reader to speculate about the time of the 

crime, the type of weapon used by the alleged murderer, and the reasons he or she has committed 

the aforementioned crime. This omniscient narrator also assumes the description, in a historicist 

“(...) Quito does not take anything away from 

Guayaquil or Bogota, or Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, Los Angeles or New York, in this city also the 

police are feared... We should have a monument to the unknown dead (...)” 
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with the dollarization of the economy, a new scale of values   aroused powered by a widening gap 

Maria Chiriboga.  The commitment and professional ethics found in the protagonist Arturo are 

interrupted by the assassination of one of the lovers, corroborating the latter as an impossible 

relationship. Therefore, the relationships that are told in this story, those considered healthy and 

the ones suffering from a terrible loneliness or in dysfunctional environments, fail sooner or later 

agent is related to the prevailing crime in the city, which acts as a universal element.

 Murder and violent deaths that frequently occur in De que nada se sabe

the binding element that leads the different social classes to interact with each other. A single 

in the novel. The doctor, in his role of investigator, reconstructs the events of each of these violent 

deaths of other characters, the deaths of Campos, Wilfredo, Jorge, Mary and the indigenous. The 

presence of indigenous people is a particular element of the country that does not escape from 
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the universality of crime. The number of deaths continues to rise in a novel that serves as a social 

marginalization. 

de convertirnos en seres inmundos, desvalidos, desesperanzados, nos 

accepting these criteria will it be possible to understand why and how the 
keys to understand that Marginalia are found in the new Latin American 

reminds us that we are there because of our own race and that nobody, 
except ourselves, can take us out of that ditch” 

De que nada se sabe can also be read as the dissection of a capital city, which itself is 

Just as the human body, organs located far from each one as the liver and the heart 

The descriptions of the omniscient narrator refer to the transition that this city suffers by 

of moral decay. This growth is perceived as a centrifugal movement in which the escape from 

the city center is also associated with the abandonment of the core principles of the community 

that once characterized this former Andean village of the mid-twentieth century. Through the 

that surround it, lead to a loss of geographical cohesion that is accompanied by a loss of social 

cohesion.
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knew everyone, and its inhabitants were linked in one way or another by diverse ties of kinship, 

forcing them to comply with certain social conventions beyond the law. 

references to emblematic landmarks of the city, aimed to those readers who know the history 

´s novel

used by multinational companies to adapt, from a global perspective, their products, goods, and 

cultural manifestation of an imperialistic way to homogenize all of the 

considered to be the local, and helped to stimulate the emergence of local 

montubio

 arrejuntados 

aguaitar  acolitar 

and Bibidi 

Duran Ballen, Arosemena Monroy, Abdala Bucaram, León Febres Cordero, who are described in 

De que nada 

literature references, such as the epigraphs from a Borges poem indicating the events of each 
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chapter to the reader. These local and global references reveal the troubled relationship of the 

 
“[a]nother farce of this city full of atavisms, at dawn, cold; at midmorning 
heat; then wind; in the afternoon, rain, bewildering rain, and at night, cold, 
again” (

The marginalization that creates social divisions within a city also creates a space where 

certain universal elements can penetrate the walls that separate the upper from the lower classes. 

As such, members of the lower class or lower middle class can be found in the homes of the 

wealthy, dead on the street, in the morgue being dissected by a forensic doctor, during the rape 

of a woman from the upper class, getting up from the bed with a prostitute, getting drunk with 

a homeless person or committing a murder without a reason. The protagonist of this story, a 

death, serves also as a detective who reveals a social radiography of the causes of the moral 

decay of the inhabitants of the city. 

cause or element that connects the tragic destiny of every person in this literary representation of 
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